The ability to discriminate spikes that encode a particular stimulus from spikes produced by back-1 ground activity is essential for reliable information processing in the brain. We describe how synaptic 2 short-term plasticity (STP) modulates the output of presynaptic populations as a function of the 3 distribution of the spiking activity and find a strong relationship between STP features and sparseness 4 of the population code, which could solve the discrimination problem. Furthermore, we show that 5 feedforward excitation followed by inhibition (FF-EI), combined with target-dependent STP, promote 6 substantial increase in the signal gain even for considerable deviations from the optimal conditions, 7 granting robustness to this mechanism. A simulated neuron driven by a spiking FF-EI network is 8 reliably modulated as predicted by a rate analysis and inherits the ability to differentiate sparse signals 9 from dense background activity changes of the same magnitude, even at very low signal-to-noise 10 conditions. We propose that the STP-based distribution discrimination is likely a latent function in 11 several regions such as the cerebellum and the hippocampus. 12 Introduction 13
: Distribution of the spiking activity over presynaptic neurons and short-term-plasticity. A Top: A neuron receives inputs from 10 presynaptic neurons. Of these only one of the neurons elicits 7 spikes. Bottom: The PSC generated by 7 consecutive spikes for three different types of synapses (static -black; facilitatory -blue; depressing -red). The PSCs are different for each of these three types of synapses. B Top: A neuron receives inputs from 10 presynaptic neurons. In this scenario each neuron elicited a single spike. But the postsynaptic neurons received 7 spikes as in the panel A. Bottom: The PSC generated by a sequence of 7 consecutive spikes arriving at the same time as in panel A coming from three different types of synapses (static -black; facilitatory -blue; depressing -red). The PSCs are identical for each of these three types of synapses (lines overlapped). C Feedforward excitation/inhibition (FF-EI) configuration and two distributions of an extra spike rate R ext . Top: the extra rate is distributed into a few presynaptic neurons (gray), with each chosen unit increasing its rate by r ext = R ext /N ext . Bottom: the extra rate is distributed homogeneously throughout the population of N units, with each unit increasing its rate by r δ = R ext /N .
In the brain, neurons typically receive inputs from a large ensemble of presynaptic neurons. In the ongoing activity 83 state these neurons spike at a low-baseline firing rate (r bas ) and in the event-related activity state, firing rate of a subset 84 of presynaptic neurons is transiently increased. Therefore, it is important to understand how the total synaptic resources 85 released (Q p ) changes as the firing rate of a fraction of neurons is transiently increased. The calculation of Q p is the 86 sum of individual Q s (equation 7). As is evident from the equation 7, Q p depends on number of neurons whose firing 87 rate is altered. We distribute a fixed event-related population rate increase R ext into varied number of chosen synapses 88 N ext , each of these chosen synapses increasing it's firing rate by r ext , that is, R ext = N ext × r ext , and report the 89 changes in Q p ext . 90 We found that when synapses show short-term facilitation, for fixed values of R ext , Q p in response to external input 91 (Q p ext ) varied in a non-monotonic fashion as a function of N ext (Figure 2C left) . The total synaptic resources released 92 during the event-related activity is a sum of synaptic resources released because of the ongoing activity (Q p bas ) and the . Q s ext for depressing synapses saturates at lower firing rates than facilitatory synapses. The inset shows the derivative of Q s and highlights the nonlinearities in Q s , with depressing synapses showing monotonically decreasing slopes (decreasing release rate) and facilitatory synapses showing an initial region of increasing slopes (increasing release rate) with respect to r ext . C The extra proportion of released resources, Q p ext − Q p bas as a function of the number of presynaptic neurons (N ext ) whose firing rate increases by two different values of R ext . Dashed lines mark the value achieved when N ext = N i.e. the dense distribution case. A population of facilitatory synapses (left) maximizes its release with low N ext , while a population of depressing synapses (right) maximizes its release with N ext = N . D The gain (G, equation 8) as a function of N ext for a fixed R ext . The N ext that maximizes G, for this particular extra rate, is N opt = 64 for facilitatory synapses and N opt = N for depressing synapses . Notice that if the extra rate is allocated in even fewer input units, G can be negative. E G surface for a facilitatory synapse as a function of r δ and N ext . The black line marks the maximum values of G i.e. N opt for each r δ . The gain curves at panel D, where r δ = 8% of r bas , is marked with a gray line for reference. F The relationship between N opt and r δ is linear. At maximal gain (G max ), the firing rate of the event-related neurons (N ext ) is r opt (100Hz for this specific example). G G max for the two STP regimes shown in panel B. For a low signal-to-basal ratio r δ /r bas < 1, the gain can be considered independent from the stimulus intensity r δ .
Activity distribution-dependent Gain

109
To further quantify the effect of distribution of event-related activity over the input ensemble (that is, how neurons 110 increase their rate in the event-related phase), we defined the distribution gain G as the proportional change in Q p ext in 111 relation to Q p δ (equation 8). We found that Q p δ is approximately a linear function of r δ for a wide range of scenarios (see Here the STP parameters U , τ rec and τ f ac were varied in the following range: U : 0.05 → 0.9, τ rec : 20 → 500ms and τ f : 500 → 20ms. A The optimum frequency r opt as a function of STP properties that gradually and monotonically change the synapse from facilitatory to depressing. r opt is high for facilitatory synapses and low for depressing synapses. r opt monotonically decreases as synapses change from facilitatory to depressing. As the basal rate is increased, r opt decreased for all types of synapses. The circle markers show r opt for a facilitatory (s1, blue) and a depressing (s2, red) synapse used later in the study. B G max as a function of STP properties that gradually and monotonically change the synapse from facilitatory to depressing. C The relationship between G max and r opt . Notice the approximately linear relationship for facilitatory synapses, with the slope steadily decreasing with increasing r bas . D Optimal distribution of rate over N opt presynaptic neurons that maximize the gain G. The change from sparse to dense optimal distribution (0 to 1 OD, respectively) is abrupt and occurs approximately at the same STP region for all T s . However, the transition point where the input distribution changes from sparse to dense code is strongly modulated by r bas -higher basal rates allows for sparse code only for more facilitatory synapses. E Optimal distribution of rate as a function of the three key model parameters (U , τ rec and τ f ac ). The variable U is the most influential in defining the optimal encoding distribution, with U ∼ 0.45 defining the OD transition point for T s = 40ms and r bas = 0.5Hz. Marker sizes represent OD values, with large ones for OD = 1 and small ones for OD ≈ 0.
These results clearly highlight the importance of the stationary basal rate in how well the synaptic gain modulation 168 operates, as only low r bas allows for significant gains. Importantly, the switch-like behavior of the optimal distribution 169 indicates that, for a given population code, there is a robust range of STP attributes that could produce positive gains.
170
This transition point seems to be relatively independent of the signal duration but is strongly affected by r bas . Finally, 171 having a low initial release probability (defined in the model by a low U ) seems to be the preeminent feature in defining C B A D Figure 4 : Effects of resources recovery time τ rec and facilitation factor U on G max and r opt for T s = 40ms, for facilitatory synapses. A r opt as a function of facilitation factor (U ) and recovery time constant (τ rec ). The r opt surface shows that a given optimum encoding rate can be matched by different combinations of synaptic parameters. For example, the iso-frequency curve of 150Hz (black line) is achieved with U = 0.05 and tau rec = 90ms (•) or with U = 0.1 and τ rec = 15ms ( ). B G max as a function of facilitation factor (U ) and recovery time constant (τ rec ). Same maximal gain can observed for many different combinations of U and τ rec . The black line shows the contour for G max = 109%. The two configurations with same r opt marked in panel A have distinct gains (• = 109%, = 92%). C We fix U and vary τ rec (circle sizes) to match r opt (x axis), then observe the gain. Larger values of U systematically produce smaller gains. Recovery time has a lower boundary τ rec = 10ms. D G max as a function of U for three different values of r opt . Larger values of U require smaller values of τ rec (circle sizes) to match the same r opt , but as a consequence the gain decreases as we increase U .
Effects of different sources of enhancement on G max 174
The enhancement of the output at facilitatory synapses could, in principle, have many causes (Valera et al., 2012; 175 Thanawala and Regehr, 2013; Jackman and Regehr, 2017) . Using the TM model (equation 4), we phenomenologically 176 accounted for two important sources: a low initial release probability which sequentially increases with each incoming characteristic is mimicked by a low facilitation factor U , which determines the initial release probability after a long 179 quiescent period and the proportional increase in it after each spike. The second mechanism is captured by a fast 180 recovery time constant τ rec .
181
We systematically varied U and τ rec and measured G max and r opt . We found that several different combinations of 182 U and τ rec resulted in the same optimal distribution gain and rate. However, when we changed U and τ rec while 183 keeping the r opt fixed, G max could no longer be kept constant and vice versa. For instance, the two parameter sets 184 {U = 0.05, τ rec = 90ms} and {U = 0.1, τ rec = 15ms} gave r opt = 150Hz ( Figure 4A ), but the first parameter set 185 gave G max = 109% and the second parameter set gave G max = 92% ( Figure 4B ). Holding U fixed and choosing τ rec 186 to match with different r opt showed that G max consistently dropped for higher U (Figure 4C ,D).
187
These results indicate that, in terms of maximum gain G max , the fine tuning of intracellular mechanisms that work to 188 steadily increase a low initial release probability might be more important than fast vesicle replenishment mechanisms.
189
This remains true for larger T s ( Supplementary Figure 2) .
190
In summary, these results show that a set of presynaptic STP parameters generates a gain surface G that, in principle,
191
could be tuned to match presynaptic population activity characteristics. The optimum rate and the maximum gain are 192 independent of the stimulus intensity for a low signal-to-noise ratio, with facilitatory synapses yielding high gains for 193 sparse distributions while depressing synapses avoid negative gains only with dense distributions. For low basal activity 194 (r bas = 0.5Hz) and short duration integration window (T s = 40ms) conditions, the parameter U is the principal 195 determinant of the optimal distribution. Furthermore, lower U yields a higher gains than lower τ rec when the optimal 196 encoding rate is kept constant.
197
Feedforward inhibition and heterogeneous STP 198 In the above we ignored the fact that presynaptic STP can be target-dependent (Reyes et al., 1998; Markram et al., 1998; 199 Rozov et al., 2001; Sun et al., 2005; Pelkey and McBain, 2007; Bao et al., 2010; Blackman et al., 2013; Larsen and 200 Sjöström, 2015; Éltes et al., 2017) and the spike trains coming from the same axon can be modulated by different short-201 term dynamics at different synapses. In the following, we describe the effects of such heterogeneity in a feedforward 202 excitation and inhibition (FF-EI) motif ( Figure 1C ), an ubiquitous circuit motif across the brain (Klyachko and Stevens, 
. 205 We extend our previous analysis to a scenario in which the presynaptic population makes synaptic contacts not only 206 with a readout neuron, but also with the local inhibitory population which projects to the readout neuron creating 207 the FF-EI motif. Both, the readout neuron and the inhibitory group receive the same spike trains via two different 208 types of synapses, s1 and s2 ( Figure 1C ). Because the presynaptic population activity is the same for both synapses 209 (r bas = 0.5Hz, T s = 40ms), the differences in gain (G) are governed by the STP properties of the two synapses.
210 Figure 5A shows G for a facilitatory (s1, U = 0.1, τ f = 200ms, τ rec = 50ms) and a depressing (s2, U = 0.7,
In the case of a FF-EI network, those two synapse types may be associated with the two branches, for example s1 to the 213 feedforward excitation (FFE) branch (targeting a principal neuron) and s2 to the feedforward inhibition (FFI) branch 214 (targeting local interneurons which eventually project to principal neurons) ( Figure 5B inset). In this arrangement, 215 the combined gain is determined by the two branches G com = G s1 − G s2 . We found that the combined gain of the 216 FF-EI circuit also varied non-monotonically as a function of N ext and peaked at N com opt which corresponded to the 217 combined optimum encoding rate r com opt ( Figure 5B ,C). Note that the combined maximum gain of the FF-EI circuit is 218 larger than the gain obtained via the FFE branch with facilitatory synapses alone ( Figure 2C ). This substantial increase 219 is a consequence of the strictly negative profile of G s2 . When the extra input is distributed in N com opt units (sparse 220 coding), the depressing branch of the FF-EI drove the local inhibitory group with weaker strength than a scenario in 221 which N ext = N (dense coding). Therefore, with sparse distribution of the input the readout neuron experienced strong 222 excitation from the FFE branch and weak inhibition from FFI branch.
223
Similar to the behavior of facilitatory synapses, in the FF-EI network N com opt increased linearly as a function of r δ , 224 maintaining a constant optimal encoding rate r comb opt ( Figure 2D , top). We also observed that r comb opt was larger than r s1 opt 225 (N com opt < N s1 opt ), making the isolated gain of s1 suboptimal. However, this can be compensated by putting s2 into a very 226 negative gain region ( Figure 5D bottom, red dashed line), with a sparse distribution of the inputs. We show analytically 227 that r com opt and G com max are independent of the extra rate for a wide range of conditions (see Materials and Methods).
228
We extended this analysis to a large range of {s1, s2} STP combinations by gradually changing the set of parameters 229 {U, τ f , τ rec } ( Figure 5F ). We found that G com max increased monotonically when we made the synapse s1 more facilitatory 230 or when we made the synapse s2 more depressing. The anti-diagonal (where s1 = s2) marked the region of zero 231 gain and any point above it (s2 more facilitatory than s1) resulted in G com max = 0, whereas any point below it (s1 more 232 facilitatory than s2) resulted in G com max > 0. As expected, sparse distribution of the extra rate resulted in very high gain 233 when s1 is highly facilitatory and s2 highly depressing. This is similar to the Figure 2E . B The combined gain (G com = G s1 − G s2 ) of the FF-EI circuit as a function of r δ and N ext obtained by combining the gains of the feedforward excitation and inhibition branches. The black line marks the N com opt for every stimulus intensity r δ and is represented with dashed black lines in panel A. In-box: schematic of the FF-EI circuit. C Gain as a function of N ext for r δ = 8% of r bas (gray lines in panels A and B). G com inherits the non-monotonicity from G s1 (blue, compare with Figure 2D ). The gain for a depressing synapse is negative (G s2 , red) for every N ext < N . D top N opt as a function of r δ produces iso-frequency lines (compare with Figure 2F ). r com opt is markedly larger than r s1 opt . bottom G com max is independent of r δ (for r δ < r bas , compare with Figure 2G ). Gain for both synapse types at r com opt (dashed lines). The small decrease in synaptic gain for s1 is compensated by putting s2 in a very negative gain region. E G com max surface for different combinations of STP characteristics of s1 and s2. Notice that G com max steadily increases for s1 → F ac or s2 → Dep. F Effects of ongoing basal activity r bas on optimal conditions for T s = 40ms. Increasing basal activity decreases the combined optimum rate. Results for 3 different U at the facilitatory synapse (top). Increasing basal activity consistently decreases G max (bottom). G com max decay happens mostly due to decay of the positive gain at the facilitatory synapse s1 (blue), while the negative gain at the depressing synapse s2 is kept negative and change only slightly (red). Dashed vertical line marks the basal activity used for most part of our analysis, r bas = 0.5Hz, where both branches contribute significantly to increase the combined gain.
branch is facilitatory while the activation of the inhibitory branch is depressing (by placing s1 and s2 at the region 245 below the anti-diagonal on Figure 5F ). Figure 6A ). We simulate a presynaptic population with characteristics similar to the cerebellar 251 molecular layer, a massively feedforward system with properties much alike the ones we have described so far (Ito, 252 2006).
253
Specifically, the readout neuron received input from 160, 000 presynaptic neurons. The presynaptic background 254 activity was modeled as independent and homogeneous Poisson spike trains with average firing of r bas = 0.5Hz 255 (R bas = 80kHz). In addition, the population of presynaptic neurons increased their firing rate (R ext = 1 . . . 
264
The distribution of the input had a noticeable effect in the output of the target neuron, as shown by the peristimulus 265 time histogram ( Figure 6B ). While the dense distribution elicited transients at the beginning and ending of the stimulus 266 period because of the inhibition slow time constant, the sparse code elicited a sustained elevated firing rate response 267 throughout the stimulus period. The stimulus induced membrane potential responses for the two types of input patterns 268 (dense and sparse) were also similar to the firing rate responses ( Figure 6C ). By interchangeably setting s1 and s2 269 to static, we identified that both branches contributed significantly to keep the mean membrane potential high in the 270 presence of extra sparse input.
271
The contribution of each branch becomes clear at the average change in the total excitatory and inhibitory conductances 272 of the readout neuron. When both synapses were dynamic and the stimulus was sparse ( Figure 6D, leftmost) , the 273 average excitation was larger (because of synaptic facilitation) and the average inhibition was lower (because of synaptic 274 depression) than the average changes caused by a stimulus of the same intensity but with dense distribution (Figure   275 6D, rightmost). Note how, with dynamic synapses and dense distribution of the stimulus, the conductance changes 276 matched the expected change for static synapses (dashed line). When we kept the stimulus distribution sparse, but 277 interchangeably set s1 and s2 to static, the conductance trace related to the static branch reached the same value as 278 for the dense distribution and the system was left with the gain produced at the dynamic branch. Dense distributions, 279 therefore, do not exploit the STP nonlinearities and the synapses behave approximately as static, as predicted.
280
Next, we systematically changed N ext as percentages of N opt (N ext = 1, 10, 25, 50, 100, 200, 400, 1000% of N opt , 281 black circles in Figure 6E ) and found that both the mean membrane potential and the average spike count during the 282 stimulus period followed profiles that closely matched the predicted G com curve ( Figure 6E ). This result confirms that 283 the modulation of the proportion of released resources from the presynaptic population is faithfully translated into 284 postsynaptic variables (gain estimated as the presynaptic population and membrane potential and spike rate measured 285 on the postsynaptic neuron side). Furthermore, this result also highlights the robustness of this mechanism -even with 286 considerable deviations from the optimum encoding distribution (N ext = 50% or N ext = 200% of N opt , marked as the 287 first black points at left and right from N ext = N opt ), the evoked responses remained reasonably close to the optimal.
288
To further assess how individual realizations of the sparse input could be distinguished from a dense input of the same 289 intensity, we sampled the output spike count of the readout neuron for a period of 40ms during the ongoing basal 290 activity just before the stimulus and during the 40ms stimulus period for both sparse and dense distributions ( Figure 6F) . 291 We used the Bhattacharyya coefficient (BC) as a measure of overlap between these sample distributions and 1 − BC as 292 a measure of difference ( Figure 6G ). The dense input had almost complete overlap with the basal condition. On the 293 other hand, the sparse input produced increasingly different response distributions from both the dense input and basal 294 condition, with almost complete separation at r δ = 10% of r bas .
295
Taken together, these results illustrate the potential role of dynamic synapses in amplification of sparse signals at the 296 presynaptic side (Q p , G), even when such signal intensity is just a small fraction of the ongoing basal activity and, 297 therefore, likely to be buried in proportionally large noise fluctuations. In addition, for a dense distribution of the input, The inhibitory group was driven by the P RR of synapses of type s 2 according the the linear function shown in the rectangular box. (A) Left Sparse and dense input patterns are schematically shown. The basal rate was set to r bas = 0.5Hz. The population temporally (T s = 40ms marked in gray) increases its firing rate by R ext = 1...10% of R bas in two different configurations: sparse (Top, N ext = N opt ) or dense distribution (Bottom, N ext = 16, 000). For panels B, C, D and E, R ext = 8% of R bas . B) PSTH of the spiking rate (3000 realizations) of readout neuron receiving sparse (black) or dense (gray) distribution of input activity. C) Mean membrane potential for sparse input (black) and dense input (gray) when the synapse s 1 was facilitatory and synapse s 2 was depressing. Red trace: Membrane potential when the synapse s 1 was facilitatory and synapses s 2 was static. Blue trace: Membrane potential when the synapse s 1 was static and synapses s 2 was depressing. The red and blue traces show the contributions from synaptic facilitation (on the feedforward excitation branch) and depression (on the feedforward inhibitory branch) to the neuron response. D) Changes in the total excitatory and inhibitory conductances for the four configurations of synapses (as show in the panel C. The dashed line marks the conductance changes for the static synapses condition. E) Effect of varying N ext as a proportion of N com opt on the expected spike count (top, black circles) and the mean membrane potential (bottom, black circles) during the event-related activity period. Both profiles match the combined gain curve (gray line, compare with Figure 5C ), with peak at N ext = N com opt . F) Probability distribution of output spike counts within T s . The sparse distribution increases substantially the elicited number of spikes at the readout neuron when compared to the dense distribution. G) Separation (1-BC) between spike count distributions as a function of r δ . The sparse distribution produced increasingly substantial separation when compared to basal (dark gray) and dense distribution (black) whereas the separation was always small when comparing dense distribution with basal activity (light gray). r ext or not at all. Although some bursting networks (e.g. cerebellar parallel fibers) do seem to operate in a quasi-binary 304 fashion (burst or no-burst), it is important to extend the analysis to continuous distributions, which most parts of the 305 brain seem to operate under. We do this by assuming that the distribution of event-related neural firing rates follows a 306 Gamma distribution, which allows us parameterized control of the sparseness of the neural code (with the mean of the 307 distribution) and of the distribution shape (with the skewness and kurtosis):
where k is the shape parameter and θ is the scale parameter. For k = 1 it is equivalent to an exponential distribution 309 and, for increasing values of k, it becomes a right-skewed distribution, with the skewness approaching zero for higher (2)
For the above specified distribution of extra rates and a given presynaptic set of STP parameters, the expected amount 313 of resources released by a population is
which we solved numerically for two synapse types (s1-facilitatory and s2-depressing) and a range of rate distributions 315 ( Figure 7B) . The distribution gain G for E[Q p ext ] was then calculated in relation to the dense case, where N ext = N 316 and r ext = r δ ( Figure 7A ).
317
We found that, similar to the binary distribution case, the gain for facilitatory synapses followed a non-monotonic curve 318 as a function of θ (for a fixed k), with negative values at high θ (overly sparse distribution), a single peak at the optimal 319 θ choice and convergence to 0 at low θ (dense distribution). By contrast, depressing synapses showed negative gains, 320 monotonically converging to zero at low θ. The combined gain reached high values when s1 synapses were in very 321 positive and s2 synapses were in very negative operating regions ( Figure 7C ).
322
Interestingly, not only the gain magnitudes were very similar to the ones obtained with binary distributions (compare 323 colorbars of Figure 5A ,B and Figure 7A ), but also with continuously distributed rates the points of maximum gain were 324 obtained at high mean rates (in relation to r δ ) and, therefore, representative of sparse distributions of the population 325 activity. For increasing values of k, the skewness of these distributions approached zero (i.e. became closer to a 326 Gaussian) and the mean r ext of the optimal θ approaches the r opt obtained by binary distributions. These results further 327 highlight the relevance of the activity distribution-dependent gain modulation in presynaptic populations with STP.
328
Discussion
329
Our results suggest a close relationship between short-term synaptic plasticity and the nature of the population code that,
330
within physiological values, can endow a postsynaptic neuron with the ability to discriminate between weak signals and 331 background activity fluctuations of the same amplitude.
332
Relevance to specific brain circuits 333 We have shown that STP can enhance the effective input when (1) stimulus is sparse, temporally bursty and (2) 334 feedforward excitatory synapses on the principal cells are facilitatory and feedforward excitatory synapses on local 335 fast-spiking, inhibitory interneurons are depressing. These two conditions are fulfilled in several brain regions.
336
In the cerebellum, glomeruli in the granular layer actively sparsify the multimodal input from mossy fibers into relatively 337 few simultaneously bursting parallel fibers (PF) (Billings et al., 2014) projecting to Purkinje cells (PuC). A single PuC 338 might sample from hundreds of thousands of PFs (Tyrrell and Willshaw, 1992; Ito, 2006) . In behaving animals, PF 339 present two stereotypical activity patterns, a noisy basal state with rates lower than 1Hz during long periods interleaved 340 by short duration (∼ 40ms), high frequency (usually > 100Hz) bursts carrying sensory-motor information (Chadderton A Gain surfaces for a facilitatory synapse (left), for a depressing synapse (middle) and for the combined effect in a FF-EI (right). Increasing the shape parameter moved the distribution from an exponential to a right-skewed to an approximately Gaussian one. Decreasing the scale parameter moved the distribution from a high mean and high variance (sparse) to a low mean and low variance one (dense). Black lines mark the θ that resulted in maximum combined gain for each value of k. Similar to the binary distribution, the G com max is obtained by putting s1 in positive and s2 in negative gain regions. Note that the gain values are in the same range as in Figure 5A : high mean and variance (left column), optimal mean and variance (middle column) and low mean and variance (right column). C Gain curves for a facilitatory synapse (blue), for a depressing synapse (red) and for the combined effect in a FF-EI (black). These curves were obtained for a fixed k = 10 (gray lines on panel A) and gradually changing θ. The gains as a function of the Gamma activity distribution follow a profile similar to the binary distribution (compare with Figure 5C ). D Gamma-distributed r ext (color plot) as a function of shape parameter. Mean r ext from the Gamma distributions obtained with the optimal θ for each value of k (black lines on panel A). As the Gamma shape moves from an exponential to a Gaussian one (increasing k), the mean of the optimal distribution approaches the r opt for the binary distribution.
where t sp is the last spike time.
433
Proportion of released resources (P RR)
434
The change in the postsynaptic conductance g s after a presynaptic spike is proportional to the instantaneous proportion of 435 released resources (P RR(t sp ) ∝ u + (t sp )x − (t sp )) and to the absolute synaptic strength B s . The average instantaneous
where the brackets denote the average over many realizations. 
where Q s bas and Q s ext are the total P RR delivered by a stationary unit (firing at r bas ) and a stimulus encoding unit 447 (firing at r bas + r ext ), respectively.
448
Gain in the effective input 449 We quantify the gain in Q p ext for a given N ext relative to the Q p δ caused by an input of the same intensity but with dense 450 distribution (when N ext = N ) as
G is a non-monotonic function of N ext with a single maximum value G max at N opt (see Figure 2D ).
452
Optimal distribution
453
The optimal distribution of the activity (OD) is defined as the fraction of the optimal number of encoding units N opt in 454 a given population of size N , that is, OD = N opt /N . Because the optimal code, N opt = R ext /r opt , is the distribution 455 that maximizes the gain over the dense distribution with the same input magnitude, N = R ext /r δ , OD can be written
Because r δ is defined as a fraction of r bas and r opt is fixed given the STP parameters and r bas , an interesting consequence 458 is that OD becomes independent of any particular choices of N and N opt . Since the optimal encoding rate is constrained 459 by r δ < r opt < ∞, the optimal distribution will be constrained to 0 < OD < 1 (see Figure 3D) , with values close to
Optimum rate (r opt ) and maximum gain (G max ) estimation achieved by an optimum number of encoding units N opt with their rate increased by r opt = R ext /N opt . This maximum 465 point can be found by taking the derivative of the gain function with respect to r ext and setting it equal to zero,
this can be further simplified into
where Q s ext = dQ s ext /dr ext and r ext that solves the equation is denominated r opt . This solution is independent of the 468 stimulus intensity R ext and population size N , resulting in the iso-frequency line in Figure 2F .
469
For the optimum rate r opt , the gain (equation 8) can be written as
Assuming that Q s δ is linear with slope S s for small r δ , that is, Q s δ = Q s bas + S s · r δ (See Linear approximation of Q s δ , 471 below), then G max can be further simplified into
which makes G max independent of the stimulus intensity R ext and population size N .
473
Combined optimum rate (r com opt ) and maximum gain (G com max ) estimation
474
When an axon branches to connect to different targets, STP properties might be target dependent. In the case of 475 excitatory fibers driving FF-EI motifs, with s1 directly exciting a readout neuron and s2 driving the local FF-I circuit, 476 the gain is
Taking the derivative of G com with respect to r ext , setting it equal to zero and assuming again that Q s δ is linear with 478 slope S s for both synapses, it yields
for which the solution, r ext = r com opt , is independent of the stimulus intensity R ext and population size N . The optimum 480 combined gain is then
which is also independent of the stimulus intensity R ext and population size N . 500ms) . B Slope deviation for increasing r δ in comparison to the slope for r δ = 0.1 · r bas is always smaller than 0.6% for the three synapses. C R-squared is always close to 100% for the three synapses. D Absolute value of slope deviation, similar to panel B, but for r δ departing from several different values of r bas . The gray line marks |S s dev| = 1%. We observe that the linear approximation will work well throughout a large space (left from the gray line) for facilitation (left) and facilitation/depression (middle) regimes, and gets a bit more constrained for depressing (right) synapses. E Similar to panel C, but for r δ departing from several different values of r bas .
Linear approximation of Q s δ 483 We solve Q s numerically (equation 6) and show that it behaves linearly for a moderate range of rates in different STP 484 regimes (Figure 8) . The approximation by a linear function, Q s δ = Q s bas + S s · r δ , allows G max to be independent of 485 the stimulus intensity and population size (equation 13).
486
To which extent is the linear approximation valid? To investigate this, we solve Q s δ for gradually increasing r δ departing 487 from a range of different basal levels r bas = 0.5...10Hz. We then compare the slopes for each r δ to the slope for 488 r δ = 0.1 · r bas and see how much they deviate from it ( Figure 8B,D) . If, for a given r bas , increasing r δ would result in 489 significant change in the regressed S s , then G max would be dependent on the stimulus intensity R ext . We also show 490 the R-squared statistics to confirm the accuracy of the linear approximation ( Figure 8C,E) .
491
As we observe, for low signal-to-basal ratios (r δ /r bas < 1), there is a wide range of rates for which the approximation 492 is good enough, with |S s dev| < 1% and R-squared> 99.9%. Specially for low r bas , the approximation is valid for the 493 whole length of r δ . 494 voltage V m described by
where C m = 250pF is the membrane capacitance, g e and g i are respectively the excitatory and inhibitory input 498 conductances and V e = 0mV and V i = −75mV are the excitatory and inhibitory synaptic reverse potentials. When 499 a spike occurs, the membrane voltage is reset at V reset = −60mV and held at this value for a refractory period of 500 2ms. The synapses were modeled by α-functions (Kuhn et al., 2004) with time constants τ e = .5ms for excitatory and 501 τ i = 2ms for inhibitory synapses.
502
Feedforward inhibitory circuit and input 503
The presynaptic population consisted of N = 160000 units that connected to the postsynaptic neuron in a feedforward 504 excitation-inhibition arrangement ( Figure 1C ). The population stationary basal rate was R bas = 80kHz, with the 505 individual basal rate r bas = 0.5Hz.
506
At the stationary basal rate, the synaptic states are described by 507 u bas = U 1 + τ f r bas 1 + U τ f r bas
x bas = 1 1 + u bas τ rec r bas P RR s bas = u bas x bas r bas
where P RR s bas is the expected rate of proportion of released resources by each synapse with STP parameters 508 {U, τ rec , τ f }.
509
We simulate a neuron that, during stationary basal activity, is kept in the fluctuation-driven regime through excitation-510 inhibition input balance (Kuhn et al., 2004) . While excitation is provided directly by s1, disynaptic inhibition is 511 modulated by s2 in a linear fashion, 512 λ i = aPRR s2 .
The inhibitory firing rate that keeps the target neuron membrane potential fluctuating around the mean value of µ(V m ) 513 during stationary basal activity can be approximated by a linear function of the excitation (adapted from Kuhn et al.
514
(2004)), The transient enhancement or depression of synaptic efficacy by presynaptic mechanisms consists of many independent 524 processes (Zucker and Regehr, 2002) . The TM model is a tractable and intuitive way to account for these two phenomena 525 of interest, but this parsimony comes at the cost of biophysical simplifications. For example, it assumes the space of
